MARCHING YOU STRAIGHT TO HELL!

GETTIN' NUDE & CRUDE AT THE AVN AWARDS

RIDIN' IT HARD WITH THE POLEROTICA CLIMAX

PERVERTS WITH CAMERAS & SELENA'S STALKER

PLUS! SHEENA'S SEX TOY ADVENTURES!
NO COVER!

BEAUTIFUL EXOTIC DANCERS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

FULL BAR · FULL MENU · LOTTERY GAMES

CORPORATE, BACHELOR & BIRTHDAY PARTY PACKAGES

THE HOME OF THE
$4.95
16 OZ. TOP SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER

ATTENTION ENTERTAINERS...
THE PARTY... THE $$$...
THE FUN ARE WAITING FOR YOU
BLUSH GENTLEMEN’S CLUB Hires BEAUTIFUL, CHARMING, HIGHLY MOTIVATED AND RELIABLE ENTERTAINERS 18 & OVER.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FULL TIME OR PART TIME CALL 503-236-8559 FOR AN AUDITION

CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN, ONE MILE SOUTH OF THE ROSS ISLAND BRIDGE: OPEN MON - FRI 11AM-2:30AM, SAT 4PM - 2:30AM, SUN 5PM-2:30AM

5145 SE McLoughlin Blvd. • 503-236-8559 •

HAPPY HOUR!
4PM-7PM DAILY!
Club Rouge
A Gentlemen’s Lounge

AFTER-BLAZER Jäger PARTY
JOIN US AT CLUB ROUGE FOR A PARTY AFTER EVERY TRAIL BLAZERS HOME GAME
JÄGERMEISTER SPECIALS & THE HOTTEST DANCERS IN PORTLAND!

ABSOLUT PARTY!
JOIN US EVERY SUNDAY FOR AN ABSOLUT PARTY!
SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL ABSOLUT FLAVORS, ABSOLUT GEAR GIVEAWAYS AND
THE GORGEOUS DANCERS YOU’VE COME TO EXPECT FROM CLUB ROUGE!

Audrina

403 SW STARK • PORTLAND, OR 97204 • (503) 227-3936
(At The Corner Of SW 4th & Stark) MySpace.com/ClubRougePDX • ClubRougePDX.com
PUSSYCATS’ GUARANTEE
THE HOTTEST MODELS! THE NAUGHTIEST SHOWS! THE BEST PRICES!
THERE IS NO PLACE LIKE PUSSYCATS!

CALL FOR INTERVIEWS
(971) 409-5114

NEW DOWNTOWN LOCATION
314 WEST BURNSIDE
SUITE 300
PORTLAND, OR

3414 NE 82ND AVE. • PORTLAND, OR 97220 • (503) 327-5095
6226 SE FOSTER RD. • PORTLAND, OR 97206 • (503) 206-5656
SW BARBUR BLVD. @ SW 53RD AVE. • PORTLAND, OR 97219 • (503) 294-4221
314 W. BURNSIDE, SUITE 300 • PORTLAND, OR 97209 • (503) 222-3823
3757 MARKET ST. NE • SALEM, OR 97301 • (503) 363-9401

OPEN 24 HOURS

Pussycats’ Privacy Policy: No Cameras, Video Dr. Audio Recording Devices Are Ever Placed In The Private Show Rooms. Pussycats Always Protects Your Privacy.
Cabaret I
503 W. BURNSIDE • (503) 525-4900
OPEN 3PM-2:30AM DAILY
HAPPY HOUR 3PM-7PM
COVERED PATIO WITH SEATING FOR 50+

Cabaret II
17544 SE STARK • (503) 252-3529
OPEN 3PM-2:30AM DAILY
HAPPY HOUR 3PM-9PM

ST. PATRICK’S DAY PARTY AT BOTH LOCATIONS
THURSDAY, MARCH 17TH
BRING YOUR BEADS TO PARTY AT BOTH CLUBS FOR FAT TUESDAY!
TUESDAY, MARCH 8TH

DANCERS WANTED!
email: (503) 252-3529

Just a Strip Club!
more than just a strip club!

Loretta Shane

ASK ABOUT OUR BIRTHDAY & BACHELOR PARTY PACKAGES!
FREE ADMISSION WITH THIS AD!

xmag.com
Come Warm Up
With Our Sexy Girls...
...Where It’s Always
Hot And Wet!

Featuring: ASIA, BROOKE, CAMERON, GWEN, NALEY, HEATHER,
JENNA, JERSEY A.K.A. SARA, JORDAN, JULIA, KELLY, NIA,
PETYON, RECKLESS RACHEL, SARAH, SKYE, STACY, TATIANNA,
TRACIE, VANESSA, VANITY, ZOEY AND LOTS MORE!

Now Hiring HOT Models Call 503-285-5058

Featuring HEATHER Exclusively at Brittani’s Secret Rendezvous

Portland’s best kept secret in private lingerie modeling

Brittani’s Secret Rendezvous

12503 SE Division #C 503-285-5058
WWW.BRITTANISSECRETRENDEZVOUS.COM
Newly Remodeled • Upscale and Clean
ATM INSIDE • OPEN 24 HOURS
NO COVER!

Diamond

SAFARI SHOWCLUB
PORTLAND'S PREMIER STRIP CLUB!
3000 SE POWELL • 503-231-9199

HAPPY HOUR
MON-FRI 11AM-6:30PM
DINNER
SPECIALS DAILY
COME SEE WHAT'S COOKING!
$6 RIBEYE SPECIAL
$5 CHICKEN TERIYAKI
BREAKFAST
SERVED ALL DAY!

FAT TUESDAY
MARDI GRAS PARTY
TUESDAY, MARCH 8TH

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
CELEBRATION
THURSDAY, MARCH 17TH

SAFARISHOWCLUB.COM
POWERED BY XOTICSPOT

AUDITIONS DAILY • CALL (503) 231-9199 OR STOP BY CLUB • 18 & OVER
CHECK OUT OUR NEW NIGHTLY SPECIALS 9PM-11PM!
NOW HIRING ENTERTAINERS
CALL KATHY TO SCHEDULE AUDITIONS @ 503-415-1302

JODY'S BAR & GRILL
PORTLAND'S ONLY TOPLESS SPORTS BAR
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 7AM-2:30AM
12035 NE GLISAN • 503.255.5039

Racing Into Spring!
CAR SHOW SATURDAY, MARCH 12 & SUNDAY, MARCH 13

WEDNESDAYS ARE LADIES' NIGHT
MARGARITA, RUM & COKE AND BEER SPECIALS FOR THE LADIES

THIRSTY THURSDAYS
EXTENDED HAPPY HOUR
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT TACOS $2
12 OZ. NEW YORK & RIBEYE
FULL STEAK BREAKFAST AND DINNER $12.75
$2.75 DAILY BREAKFAST AND LUNCH SPECIALS

JOIN US ON THU, MARCH 17 FOR ST. PATTY'S DAY & OUR ANNUAL CORNED BEEF AND CABBAGE FEED!

AFTER HOURS
JOIN OUR "KARAOKE DUDE" 2AM-5:30AM EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT!
Boom Boom Burlesque revue

THURSDAY NIGHTS AT 10PM

Hosted by 3-1/2 foot Mini - Emcee Nik Sin
Special Feature Acts Berlin & Tana The Tattooed Lady
Magic by Ned McClintock

THE ALL-NEW
BOOM BOOM ROOM

TEXAS HOLD'EM POKER
GAMES AVAILABLE EVERY DAY & NIGHT

ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND!
8345 SW BARBUR BLVD • 503-244-7630 • OPEN DAILY 11AM - 2:30AM

FOR DANCER AUDITIONS EMAIL BOOMDANCERS@GMAIL.COM OR TEXT 503-919-8644 • WWW.MYSPACE.COM/REALBOOMBOOMROOM
Salem’s Best Neighborhood Club!

HARD CANDY

MON-SAT NOON-2:30AM SUN 4PM-2:30AM • 940 COMMERCIAL ST NE • SALEM, OR • 503-365-2802
FULL BAR • CAGE STAGE • TAXI DANCING • DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS • VIP AND PILLOW DANCES • HOME OF THE $1 LAP DANCE • 2-FOR-1 DANCES ON TUESDAYS

WE DO BACHELOR PARTIES AT YOUR WORKPLACE OR OURS! CALL TO BOOK!

NEW LIVE MODELS!
CALL FOR MORE INFO
503-493-3943

Phoenix
AND MANY MORE MODELS!
MODEL HOURS
NOON-11PM
MON - SAT

Open
Mon-Fri Noon-11pm
Sat, 5pm - midnight
Closed Sundays

Exotic Nights Books
Adult Novelty & DVDs
5620 NE MLK Blvd.

Take Your Initial Alcohol Server Education Class & Exam Online!

$21 Class Fee

OLCC
Approved Online Class

Moment’s Notice
Oregon Testing

Online Training
Available 24/7

www.asepdx.com
Bottoms Up!
Your home away from home...

St Patrick’s Day Party
Thursday, March 17th
Food and Drink Specials!

Weekly Specials
Sunday S.I.N.
Happy hour prices all day
with OLCC card

Construction Worker
Wednesday
Happy hour prices all day
with business card

Smoking Deck
Available!

NOW AUDITIONING
DANCERS
Check out our new website
www.bottomsuppdx.com

OPEN @ NOON 7 DAYS A WEEK
16900 NW HWY 30 (503) 314-9514
JUST 10 MINUTES AWAY FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND

Photography by: Doug@rotironfantasy.com
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Exotic is not liable for any images of models used by advertisers to promote products or services. Rights and releases are the sole responsibility of the advertisers. All persons appearing in photos are over the age of 18. Each copy of each edition of Exotic is available free to any person each month. Any reproduction of materials presented herein without the express written consent of the publisher is forbidden by law. In scientific case studies, reading Exotic magazine has caused certain undesirable side effects. Possible side effects include headache, dizziness, mild nausea, vomiting, rash, itching, swelling of the lips and face, hair growth, hand tremors, gum swelling, higher blood pressure, increased cholesterol level, altered kidney function, swollen gums, acne, weight gain, blood in the urine, fluid retention, dryness, irritability, behavior changes, oily anal discharges, premature ejaculation, hot flashes, appetite suppression, body odor, fatigue, and certain strains of knee-jerk, violent, right-wing republican behavior.
CELEBRATING 21 YEARS OF PARTYIN’ WITH US AT “PORTLAND’S PREMIER BLUE-COLLAR STRIP CLUB”

George’s
DANCIN’
BEAR
BARE

8440 N INTERSTATE AVE · PORTLAND, OR 97217
503-285-9073 · OPEN EVERY DAY 11:30AM-2:30AM

CELEBRATE MARDI GRAS AND
FAT TUESDAY ALL NIGHT AT THE BARE!
TUESDAY, MARCH 8

St. Patrick’s Day Party
Thursday, March 17
With Food & Drink Specials!

AMATEUR NIGHT
SATURDAY, MARCH 19
OVER $300 IN CASH AND
PRIZES FOR 1ST, 2ND & 3RD

NASCAR EVERY
SUNDAY ON 5 TVS

$2.75 MIXED DRINKS AND
$3 DRAFTS ALL DAY, EVERY DAY
BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY
HOME OF THE $5 RIBEYE STEAK DINNER
WATCH FOR NAKED CHICKS
ON OUR MECHANICAL BULL!

CHECK OUT OUR NEW
VEGAS-STYLE DANCES IN OUR
PRIVATE DANCE AREA!
Mystic Gentlemen's Club
9950 SE Stark St. • 503-477-9523
Corner of 59th & Washington • 2 blocks off I-5
Mon-Fri 9am-2:30am & Sat-Sun 7am-2:30am
New appetizer menu & specials available!

- Full liquor bar! Daily food specials!
- 14 Beers on tap • drink specials from open-5pm
- Happy hour food specials from 4pm-7pm daily
- VIP room w/ semi-private stage and plasma TV
- Corporate, Bachelor and birthday party packages
- 3 stages, full bar, full menu, lottery games, no cover!
- Men, women and couple friendly
- Breakfast served all day • $5 steak dinner

ST. PATTY’S DAY PARTY
Thursday, March 17
Green beer, green jell-o shots
and corned beef and cabbage!

FALCO’S PUB
503-477-9628 • Daily 11am - 2:30am

- $5 steak dinner
- 8 TVs and 1 big screen TV
  Watch Blazers games on the big screen!
- Pool tables, dart boards, games
  Pool leagues and tournaments
- Full bar & full menu • with breakfast all day
- Battle karaoke • Thursday, Friday & Saturday night

Mystic welcomes DJ Sugar
Every Monday & Tuesday night!

Always looking for beautiful, classy entertainers
Call (503) 477-9523 to schedule an audition

www.mysticpdx.com
www.myspace.com/mysticgentlemensclub
By the time you read this, the final results for the 83rd annual dog and pony show known as the Academy Awards will be on the books. At the time of this writing, I can’t say what has been seen this year. However, the past has provided atrocities such as an interpretive dance sequence of the D-day invasion of Normandy, audiences that actually laughed at Billy Crystal’s jokes and Halle Berry’s weeping overlay of the race card. The awards themselves seldom reflect any merits of a film or performance. ("Oooh… The English Patient won the 96 Best Picture Award, I’m about to splooge myself in anticipation of seeing it!") The so-called Academy has been accused of choosing its winners as a result of being in bed with political interest groups, the mob and even the Church of Scientol-ogy—and always seems to attract controversy, no matter what the winning choice is.

Thankfully, the adult industry has stepped up to the plate to put honesty back in entertainment awards. Since 1984, porn industry trade magazine Adult Video News (or AVN) has set the standard for recognized achievement in the adult entertainment industry. AVN may be a publication that’s just slightly more readable than Willamette Week. However, its biggest contribution is not its fascinating articles about Bree Olson’s pre-porn days of sticking fence posts up her ass or economic effects of obscenity legislation on the profits of anal bead manufacturers, but its annual trade expo and award show every January in Las Vegas—the AVN Awards.

Unlike its mainstream counterparts, recipients of the coveted Woody (as opposed to the Oscar) are chosen by the consumers of adult entertainment and not an anonymous academy. Adult retail store managers, porn critics and even the fans play the largest part of choosing the winner in over 100 categories—ranging from performance to technical achievement, marketing and even sex toy innovation. In the past decade, the show has begun to see substantial mainstream attention with hosts like comedians Lisa Lampanelli and Patton Oswalt, as well as musical performances from acts like T-Pain and Mötley Crüe, and has been broadcast (unedited) on Showtime since 2008. Although Exotic wasn’t there to represent itself in person at the 2011 show, here’s a list of a few highlights of the final results.

Transsexual Performer of the Year - Bailey Jay: Now, I really, really don’t understand the appeal of transsexual pornography to heterosexual men. I just can’t find any appeal in ugly girls fucking guys with the same sexual organs they have. The two reasons I can pinpoint are the facts a) that having a vagina is a mandatory prerequisite for me to put my dick in you and b) transsexuals usually don’t look like women naturally do. But after seeing this girl, at least one of those presumptions has been shattered. One look at 23-year-old transsexual performer Bailey Jay wouldn’t make you guess that she’s probably more hung than you are and by conventional standards, can make your girlfriend look like a Florida panhandle crack-whore.

Bailey Jay is probably the only transsexual in history that could pick up unsuspecting dudes at AA meetings. Perhaps Bailey Jay’s business motto says it the best: “Destroying your heterosexuality since 2007.” A true menace to all the dudes who took the 12 steps after getting surprised by a bar-hag a few too many times—destroying their sobriety as well.

Best Actress - (Tie) Andy San Dimas and India Summer: Some controversy has sprouted after the 2011 best new actress awards ended in a tie. Is that legal? More importantly is that fair? Who really was the 2011 best new actress? Exotic will settle the score once and for all: India Summer, hands down. Why? Because I cannot stand Andy San Dimas. I don’t find her attractive at all and anytime there’s not a dick up her ass, it seems like there is a stick in it. She’s abandoned my much-favored genre of alt-porn and went on to star (and sing) in the porn parody Glee (probably the only show I hate more than Portlandia). I think I may officially have the critic/pornstar relationship that Screw magazine’s Al Goldstein had for Jenna Jameson in the mid-90s. Goldstein predicted that within three years, Jameson would be living as a bag lady and would amount to absolutely nothing in the adult entertainment industry. Eight years later, Goldstein lost almost all of his money and Jameson has just continued on (I guess you could say). Miss San Dimas, I will give you the benefit of the doubt and say that you can prove me wrong. At least you got your name from Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure.

The Jenna Jameson Crossover Star of the Year - Riley Steele: The crossover category is maybe one of the most important awards that AVN gives out. Every recipient has, in some way, helped push the acceptance of adult entertainment into the mainstream. This year, the award went to Digital Playground contract girl Riley Steele. For the past year, Steele has taken a cue from Ron Jeremy, Ginger Lynn and Sasha Grey by pursuing a career in mainstream entertainment. She was cast in the remake of the 70s camp film Piranha 3D (alongside Christopher Lloyd and Richard Dreyfus) and has also began shooting for a television role on Cinemax’s Life On Top. Riley Steele has already taken on the adult entertainment industry and, with AVN’s recognition, may have the chops to take on the mainstream one as well.

Will Exotic represent at the 2012 AVN Awards? Only time will tell. If I am sent to Las Vegas on a journalism assignment, you can be sure that I’ll be bringing five sheets of high powered blotter acid and a pair of fucking golf shoes. (ed: is that a hard-on for Hunter S. Thompson in your pocket Andy, or are you just begging for a pass to AVN? Only time will tell.)
The awards themselves seldom reflect any merits of a film or jokes and Halle Berry's weeping overplay of the race card. "Oooh… The English Patient" was so bad that audiences that actually laughed at Billy Crystal's Normandy, which is a testament to the quality of the film. However, the past has provided atrocities such as the 2002 Academy Awards, where Ewan McGregor was given the Best Actor award for his performance in "28 Days Later," despite having been snubbed by the mainstream critics. "The Last of the Mohicans" was a disaster, and yet it still managed to win Best Picture. "The Shawshank Redemption," a beloved film among fans, was not even nominated for Best Picture. The closest it came was for Best Actor in a Leading Role, which McConaughey won for his portrayal of the character in "Dallas Buyers Club." Despite being a critical and commercial success, the film was shut out of the major categories, including Best Picture, Director, and Supporting Actor. These are just a few examples of how the mainstream Academy Awards can be blinded by commercial success and critical acclaim. It is clear that the mainstream industry is not always the best predictor of quality. The mainstream industry is not always the best predictor of quality. The mainstream industry is not always the best predictor of quality. The mainstream industry is not always the best predictor of quality.
Spyce Is Now Twyce As Nyce!

--- FRIDAYS ---
$9.99 STEAK & LOBSTER
FROM 3PM-9PM ONLY!

NEW, UPSCALE DOWNTOWN GENTLEMEN'S CLUB

SPYCE
GENTLEMEN'S CLUB

33 NW 2ND AVE. • PORTLAND, OR 97209
(AT THE CORNER OF 2ND AND COUCH)
503-243-4646 • SPYCECLUB.COM • MON-THU 6PM-2:30AM • FRI-SUN 3PM-2:30AM

Party With The Two Best Clubs In Town At
SPYCE & MYNT
FAT TUESDAY

March 8th — All Day & Night
With Our FREE SHUTTLE Between Clubs (3pm-2am)
Plus, 2 Large Lots of FREE Parking at MYNT!
I

n my humble opinion, this year’s competition truly showcases some of the best, and most diverse, naked-athletic talent this city has to offer. Not only do these ladies have different performance styles on the pole, but they all have a unique style when it comes to creativity, presentation and standards of physical beauty. I was lucky enough to be able to chat with a few of the preliminary qualifiers as they trained for the big show. Trinity, representing the Riverside Sports Bar in Unoma, is back for a second shot at winning the title after making it to the finals last year. She had a huge crowd of supporters who drove all the way to PDX to cheer her on. I asked her why she’s giving it another try and she replied, “Because I absolutely loved it! I’m an entertainer!” This is true. Trinity knows how to wow a crowd. Her skills on a spinning pole are especially killer. She moves fast and has a crowd-pleasing smile. “I love performing for huge crowds any chance I get and showing people that pole dancing is an art, nude or clothed. I’m totally excited and prepared. I can’t wait to perform again!”

It’s a good thing Trinity is prepared, because this year’s competition is fierce. For example, Miss Ink ‘N’ Pink 2009 winner, Veesha (representing Sassy’s) is back with a vengeance this year and she’s got her eyes on the prize. “I’ve been planning [on competing] since I got second place in the PoleroticA finals last year. I decided that I needed to step up my game to win this year.” Well, Veesha definitely has game. She trains with local pole dancing/contortion badass, Blaze. “She totally picks me apart when we train,” Veesha says, “but it has definitely helped me realize my potential. She’s convinced that one day I’ll be the best. Second only to her, of course.” Veesha certainly has muscle and pole skills but knows it takes more than that. “You need to be the person that brings a lot to the table, do something that stands out, be over-the-top creative and you have to have the want to win.” Having the experience of performing for big crowds and being in previous competitions could definitely give Veesha an edge. She’s traveled the country performing in shows with Blaze. “We went all over the country last year. I had a great time performing with the circus and Full Throttle Saloon and we ended up being on truTV.”

Veesha is not the only one with the edge of experience. Ozzy (representing Boom Boom Room) is a newcomer to PoleroticA, but is no stranger to competing. “I competed in the United States Pole Dance Federation’s West Coast Regionals 2010 in San Francisco last year and in the East Meets West Pole Events 2010 in Hollywood last summer—which is run by the American Pole Fitness Association.” Ozzy is strict when it comes to her training, which incorporates weightlifting, swimming and her abilities as a certified yoga instructor. She has to be strict: “Both of these events, along with others like them, are judged like a gymnastics or figure skating competition. More points are given for harder moves, good form, proper execution, creativity… just like you might see in figure skating at the Olympics” she says. “It was a great honor to participate in such events and a lot of fun to compete and perform in an arena where it would be appropriate to bring people of ALL ages to appreciate the art, skill and strength it takes to be a master pole acrobat/dancer.”

Another newcomer to this event is the winner of the Devils Point qualifier round, Piper Hollis (representing Devils Point). “The 2010 Pin-Up Girl Contest at Lucky Devil Lounge was my first foray into competitive dancing and I loved it. It really sparked an interest in me to dance for a wider range of people—to do something a little out of my comfort zone. I think a large part of the decision to do something like this now, is that after two years of dancing I’m excited about what I’ve learned and I’d like to share it.” Her style is defined by speed and flexibility, which is part of the reason she wears ballet flats instead of heels. She’s been training, too. “I’ve been working on lifts and holds, making sure I can keep certain positions based on strength, not just momentum.”

Strength, agility and focus count for a lot and in PoleroticA, so does creativity. Red-headed vixen, Lady Stockholm (aka Reagan) has creativity to spare. Placing third at last year’s Miss Nude Oregon® competition, she amazed the crowd by slaying a dragon (played by Dante’s Sinforno fire entertainer WakeAngel) and ended in her receiving a standing ovation. “Reagan is a stripper. Lady Stockholm is a performer,” she says of her alter-egos. “I’ve always been a great big geek when it comes to all things related to being EPIC!” Reagan says. “I’ve been attending sci-fi fantasy conventions since I was sixteen. I love metal. I love theatrics. I love hot chicks. I really just try to put on a show of what I would want to watch.” If her previous performances are any indication of what to expect at the finals, we’ll definitely want to watch too.

Last year’s champion, Cricket, has some sage words of advice for this year’s crop of competitors: “Don’t stress it. The second you freak out and become weak, it will eat you alive. Whoever wins, I applaud you. You’re striving for an award appropriately given. I’m ecstatic to pass on my title, so someone else will feel the same thing I did—accomplishment.” As this edition of Exotic hits the stands, we still have one final preliminary qualifying round yet to take place at Exotica International on Thursday, March 3. The final showdown is at Dante’s on Saturday, March 12 where all 18 finalists go head-to-head in one spectacular show!

Thanks to the ladies for their time and words. My only regret is that I couldn’t interview all of the finalists. Best of luck to all of you!

P.S. Come celebrate my birthday with me on Sunday, March 20 at Devils Point Stripparoake!
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MARCH IS MEMBERSHIP DRIVE MONTH
OPEN EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
NEW COUPLES ONLY $49
FOR A 1-YEAR MEMBERSHIP
AND WEEKEND ENTRY!

DRESS TO THRILL...
UNDRESS TO PARTY!
— 9PM TO 4AM —
SELECT SINGLE MEN INVITED TO JOIN
SINGLE LADIES ALWAYS WELCOME

ROSE CITY GANG BANG
THURSDAY, MARCH 10TH
SUNDAY, MARCH 27TH
7PM TO 1AM

CUM MEET OUR NEW GANG
BANG PRINCESS, AMANDA,
AND HER GIRLFRIENDS!
SHE IS HOT AND WANTS TO CUM
OUT AND PLAY WITH YOU...
AND YOU... AND YOU!
WATCH OR JOIN IN... IT'S UP TO YOU.

3 SPAS • 3 SHOWERS • HUGE SCREEN W/EROTIC MOVIES • POOL TABLES
12 PRIVATE ROOMS • 2 DANCE FLOORS W/STRIPPER POLES
HUGE “COUPLES ONLY” AREA • FREE BUFFET • FREE SOFT DRINKS • 2 ORGY AREAS
3533 SE CÉSAR CHÁVEZ. PORTLAND, OR 97202 • (503) 841-0720 • WWW.ANGELSPDX.COM
The grimy streets of East Burnside lay beneath me in all their dark glory. Deadline has consumed what’s left of my soul, as another month approaches its end, and the issue you now hold in your hands nears completion. The torches lick at the walls beneath me; beckoning me to join the damned below as the raging techno beats of Dante’s Sinferno entice the yuppies and the hipsters into its doors. I stroll down the stairway smeared with pornographic graffiti to hit the street and have a cigarette. As I exit the corridor through a door labeled “live sex shows,” three rather unattractive females look at me and whisper to each other as they move away from me in general dis- taste—probably assuming I have just blown my load at the jack shack upstairs. I move through the masses on the sidewalk, waiting like lambs to the slaughter until Dante’s welcomes them inside. I order up a slice of pizza on the corner and glance across the street like lambs to the slaughter until Dante’s welcomes them inside. I collect my pizza, avoid a panhandler or two and head back upstairs and waiting two hours for a doughnut baffles the shit out of me. I spend more than 10 years on these streets, and most of them in this office. When I’m not here, I’m in some flesh pit bathed in black light, playing recycled music for clothing-deficient perfor- mance artists. But two or three times a year, it gets even more black light, playing recycled music for clothing-deficient perfor- mance artists. But two or three times a year, it gets even more black light, playing recycled music for clothing-deficient perfor-

Joining the finalists so far are:

**Trinity**, a finalist in last year’s competition, returning from the Riverside Sports Bar in Umatilla

**Ozzy** from the Boom Boom Room

**Victory** from Sweet Illusions in Springfield

**Piper Hollis** from Devils Point

**Lark** from Devils Point, an Ink ‘N’ Pink 2010 finalist

**Brodie** from Devils Point

**Lady Stockholm**, second runner-up in last year’s Miss Nude Oregon® Pageant

**Veeshah Hoffa** from Sassy’s Bar & Grill, first runner-up in Polerotica 2010 and winner of Ink ‘N’ Pink 2009

**Berlin** from Lucky Devil Lounge

**Dahlia** from Lucky Devil Lounge

**Holladay** from Mystic Gentlemen’s Club and returning finalist from Polerotica 2010

**Charlie** from Spyce Gentlemen’s Club and finalist in last year’s Miss Nude Oregon® Pageant

**Lockette** from Mystic Gentlemen’s Club

**Lilith Eve** from Mystic Gentlemen’s Club

At press time, Polerotica 2011 still has two more preliminary qualifying rounds, which will add six more names to this list. By the time you’re reading this, you’ll still have time to witness history in the making at the final preliminary, to be held at Exotica International on Thursday, March 3. Then make sure not to miss the finale at Dante’s on Saturday, March 12, hosted by Ed Forman and Nik Sin live music from DragStrip Riot. When you spend three months on the road collecting this much talent, all the hard work is worth it when it all comes together at the final event.

Don’t miss your chance to witness these goddesses performing their wondrous acts of levitation as the next queen of the pole is chosen. VIP tables and reservations are available via polerotica@xmag.com. See you there.

Until next time, we’ll see you at the rack.

**FEATURED EVENTS**

**Tue 1 - Dante’s** - The Genitorturers with Hanzel Und Gretel

**Thu 3 - Exotica International - Last chance to qualify for Polerotica! Only 3 slots left for the finals - registration by 8:30 - no cover**

**Fri 4 - Stars Cabaret (Beaverton)** - Mardi Gras Dance Contest - vote with beads for cash prizes

**Dante’s - Lords of Acid with Angelspit**

**Tue 8 - Spyce & Mynt Gentlemen’s Clubs** - Fat Tuesday all day & all night with a shuttle between both clubs
Tass—it defined the true artistry of exotic dancing.

The erotic stylings of Portland's finest entertainers performing

us a trip for two to the Playboy Mansion as the grand prize and we

tion. Since the event organizer already had our money, he offered

holding the bag with an event that had already been put into mo-

cash prize, as well as a trip to the Playboy Mansion. Ultimately,

each city would be brought to Las Vegas to compete for a huge

azine to participate in a nationwide event where one finalist from

event was born last year, when an outside source solicited the mag-

Actually, I'm more of a ringleader for the most part—dragging my

Exotic in this office. When I'm not here, I'm in some flesh pit bathed in

collect my pizza, avoid a panhandler or two and head back upstairs

selves a piece of the famous holy cake. Why is that? Yeah, they're

in the cold amongst the homeless and the junkies just to get them-

at the line of people spanning a block and a half in front of V oodoo

order up a slice of pizza on the corner and glance across the street

stairway smeared with pornographic graffiti to hit the street

entice the yuppies and the hipsters into its doors. I stroll down

Last year's event saw the rise of a new star when Cricket from

The current incarnation of these festivals of flesh is PoleroticA

I've spent more than 10 years on these streets, and most of them

Exotic Lords of Acid with Angelspit

Dante's - Rocky Horror
Picture Show Theme Party - come dressed as your favorite character & get in for free
Dante's - She Wants Revenge

Sun 27 - Dante's – Electric Six (early show)
Thu 31 - Exotic's Bad Girls Club – Bachelorette Party on the Chillin’ Party Bus. Find us on Facebook!

WEEKLY EVENTS
MONDAYS

Devils Point - Fire Strippers
Stars Cabaret (Salem, Bridgeport) - Free prime rib with paid admission 6-9pm
"TUESDAYS
Club 205 - Two-fer-Tuesdays with 2-girl shows
Hard Candy Gentlemen’s Club (Salem) - 2-for-1 table dances
Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport) - $2 Twosdays from 4pm to 6pm with 2-for-1 dances and $2 refreshments
Heat - $2.95 Mexican menu & margarita specials
"WEBNESDAYS
Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Free prime rib with paid admission 6-9pm
Jody's Bar & Grill - Ladies’ Night
Devils Point – 80s Night
Heat - Quarter Wednesdays - come see what you get for a quarter from 8pm-10pm
"THURSDAYS
Boom Boom Room – The Boom Boom Burlesque Revue - hosted by 3.5 foot emcee Nik Sin with special feature acts by Berlin, Tana the Tattooed Lady and magic by Reed McClintock
Taboo Video – (MLK & 82nd location only) – After-Work Wind-Down Special - double your time in the arcade booths between 4pm to 7pm
Jody’s Bar & Grill - Thirsty Thursdays with extended happy hour & all-you-can-eat tacos for $2
Heat - Double Trouble Thursdays with 2-girl shows
"FRIDAYS
Pallas Club - Portland’s only live male revue with American Male from 10pm - 2am
Spyce Gentlemen’s Club - $9.99 steak & lobster from 3pm-9pm
Mynt Gentlemen’s Club - $4.99 steak & jumbo shrimp from 3pm-9pm
Jody’s Bar & Grill - Join our “Karaoke Dude” after hours from 2am - 5:30 am
"SATURDAYS
Pallas Club - Portland’s only live male revue with American Male from 10pm - 2am
Jody’s Bar & Grill - Join our “Karaoke Dude” after hours from 2am - 5:30 am
Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport) - Rude, Crude & Food - good food with an attitude
"SUNDAYS
Dante's - Sinfnero Cabaret
Club Rouge - Join us every Sunday for an Absolut Party with special prices on all Absolut flavors plus Absolut gear giveaways
Devils Point - World Famous Strippers!
FEATURING

EXCLUSIVELY AT
BRITTANI’S SECRET RENDEZVOUS

SECRET RENDEZVOUS

JUSTYCE

APPEARING EXCLUSIVELY AT
Passionate Dreams
PRIVATE MODELING
8208 AVE. LOCATION
5544 SE 82ND AVE - 503-775-6665
MONDAY AND THURSDAY-SATURDAY
7PM - 9AM

Brooke & Ivy

THE PARTY DON’T START UNTIL
I’M IN MY BIRTHDAY SUIT!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BROOKE!

APPEARING EXCLUSIVELY AT
Hungris
3520 NE 82ND AVE
503-639-4226

BROOKE: WED & SUN
9PM - CLOSE

IVY: TUE, THU & SAT
DUSH - DAWN

portland’s best kept secret in private lingerie modeling

Brittani’s Secret Rendezvous

12503 SE DIVISION #C • 503-285-5058
WWW.BRITTANISSECRETRENDEZVOUS.COM • NEWLY REMODELED
UPSCALE AND CLEAN • ATM INSIDE • OPEN 24 HOURS

HOT DOMINATION SPECIALS!
The 2011 Sundance Film Festival marked my third year attending one of America’s premiere cinematic exposés. If you’ve never been to Utah—which, trust me, I hadn’t until Sundance—it’s a state that’s home to some truly breathtaking natural beauty. The “for purple mountain majesties” variety forces you to imagine, if only for a second, the sheer awe America’s frontier pioneers must have felt after seeing the sun set over the Wasatch Mountains for the very first time. Which I guess is pretty cool if you’re bananas for nature and shit like that. I sit in pitch-black theaters for ten days straight until night and day bleed together, flowing like tears from cracked dry eyes desperately yearning for Visine. In summary: fuck mountains. I like movies. I like movies a shit-ton.

Every year, I get a jump on some of the year’s most visually-compelling, beautifully-crafted and impactful films—as well as a small handful of painstaking, art-fag-unreadable, pretension tableaus, fragmented indie-dick measuring and the clichéd abandoned still-born flicks of directors desperately jockeying the cinematic cocks of Wes Anderson, Noah Baumbach, Gregg Araki and Kevin Smith to name a precious few.

While we’re on the subject of seminal cockpit-seeker cinema, let’s talk about Clerks and Chasing Amy director Kevin Smith. Smith, best known of late for looking like a half-eaten human cheeseburger with sales rack glasses from America’s Best, can be found tortling the Internet, face-blasting critics with semi-coherent arguments about the “media juggernaut” and the “oppressive and unfair bias” of the film critic. But let’s give the man a break here. It’s important for us to remember that, at one point in time, he made movies (Spoiler Alert: they ALL end with a dick joke). Or at the very least, inspired your shit-bag pothead cousin to think he had a shot at “making it” in the industry.

This year, Smith led the pack of buzzed-about films, premiering Red State, a horror/thriller about religious fundamentalists terrorizing a group of sex-crazed teenagers. The media frenzy began when Smith announced he would be auctioning off his film to the highest bidder at the premiere screening. It quickly became the hottest ticket at Sundance—with every film buyer clamoring to be represented at the now farcical screening-cum-makeshift auction. The scene now set, and with the masses drooling for the ensuing three-ring circus after the film screened, Smith predictably gave no one what they wanted—and took his sweet ass time in doing so.

Smith staggered his way through a 30-minute, Wayne-Gretzky-themed, self-affirming rant that slowly degenerated into a lambasting of the studio system and his critics. He veered off topic to a minute to tip his hat to the spirit of creativity, then landed the perfect dismount: buying his own film from himself for 20 US dollars. Looks like the yolk’s on us, Kevin Smith! I guess we’ll always have Mall Rats?

It ultimately doesn’t matter that Red State was almost universally critically panned after it screened. (Not scary enough to be horror, not intelligent enough to be satire.) The scene has been set, the buzz is building, and the Red State freight will be rolling through your town soon enough—making a killing through word of mouth and a fairly ingenious marketing plan centered on grass-roots screenings and shutting out film journalists from reviewing the flick before it’s released.

As the week rolled along, awards candidates began to emerge. One of my favorite films of the festival hands down was Tyrannosaur. Actor-turned-director Paddy Considine’s visceral meditation on the depth of man’s inner evils really fucked with me. Tyrannosaur is a brilliantly crafted and shockingly effective portrait of Joseph (Peter Mullan)—a man struggling with deep-seated demons, which regularly boil to the surface through acts of pointed and uncontrollable violence. The film’s extraordinary casting includes Olivia Colman, an actor I was only familiar with in the context of comedy. Colman is a recurring character on the scathingly brilliant Larry Davidesque stress-comedy Peep Show and Peter Serafinowicz’ faux middle-school-science filmstrip series, Look Around You; so it was shocking to see her deliver one of the most intimately depressing (and ultimately moving) performances at Sundance. If Tyrannosaur gets picked up and is given proper distribution, I could easily see strong Oscar considerations for both Considine and the amazing cast he put together.

Sundance also prides itself on documentary film, routinely serving up a broad range of subjects from international politics and human rights to biographical exposes. These films give us the privilege of intimately accessing the lives and stories of others, such as last year’s The Tillman Story, documenting the post-mortem political appropriation of NFL star and felled Iraqi Freedom soldier, Pat Tillman (as well as many other little films you’ve never heard of like SuperSize Me and An Inconvenient Truth).

This year, the festival opened with Project Nim, a film investigating the history of the 1970s attempt to teach a chimp (Nim Chimpski) to learn American Sign Language and the implications and results of the experiment. Being Elmo follows the man behind the beloved children’s puppet. Something you probably don’t know about the man behind Elmo: he is a 6’6” black man. Brain melted yet? Well it will be after you see Hot Coffee—one of the most important films at the festival. Hot Coffee, titled after the now infamous McDonald’s coffee spill lawsuit in the 90s, centers around the sinister, backhanded and calculated establishment of tort reform in this country. Don’t know what tort reform is? It’s how American citizens are getting completely fucked on injury claims because of fact distortion and backdoor legal bartering. See this movie and add to the laundry list of reasons to hate Karl Rove. On that note…FUCK KARL ROVE. FUCK KARL ROVE IN THE FACE WITH THREE ADDITIONAL KARL ROVES, EACH WITH OPEN SORES MORE GAPING THEN THE PREVIOUS KARL ROVE. I think that’s my official review of Hot Coffee, so use that as a pull-quote.

And that’s the news from sunny Utah. I’ll be back again next year with more insider dish. Until then, I’ll be reviewing some killer flicks for Exotic. Next month: no less than three Ryan Reynold’s films slayed for your enjoyment.
This year, the festival opened with *Project Nim*, a film investigating the history of the 1970s attempt to teach a chimp (Nim Chimpski) American Sign Language. Sundance also prides itself on documentary film, routinely serving up a broad range of subjects from international politics and humanitarian crises to the secrets of the American South. The scene now set, and with the masses drooling for the ensuing three-ring circus after the film screened, Smith predictably gave no one what they were expecting. The best was yet to come.

As the week rolled along, awards candidates began to emerge. One of my favorite films of the festival hands down was *Tyrannosaur*—a bril- liantly crafted and shockingly effective portrait of Joseph (Peter Mullan)—a man struggling to make sense of his world after the loss of his wife. The film's extraordinary casting includes Olivia Colman, an actor best known of late for looking like a half-eaten human cheeseburger with sales rack glasses from America's Best. Every year, I get a jump on some of the year's most visually-compelling, beautifully-crafted and impactful films—as well as a small handful of painstaking, art-fag-ully unwatchable, pretension tableaus, fragmented indie-dick measuring contests, and farcical screening-cum-makeshift auction.

The scene has been set, the buzz is building, and the freight will be rolling through your town soon enough—making a killing through word of mouth. It ultimately doesn't matter that Smith staggered his way through a 30-minute, Wayne-Gretzky-themed, self-affirming rant that slowly degenerated into a lambasting of the studio system and his critics. He veered off topic for a minute to tip his hat to the spirit of creativity, then landed the perfect dismount: "It's how American citizens are getting completely fucked on injury claims because of fact distortion and backdoor legal maneuvering..."
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THE "RECREATIONAL" MARIJUANA INDUSTRY

INFLUENCES ON PUBLIC OPINION

SATELENT GROUPS

INVESTIGATING THE WEED WEATHER WEST

A. What's the Weather Like on the Weather West Front?

B. Why Does the Public Weatherwest?

C. Public Perception: The Key to Weatherizing the Market.

D. Example Studies: Impact of Public Weather on the Ganja Market

E. A Greenhouse for Innovation: The Role of Public Weather in the Ganja Industry

F. A Wake-Up Call: Public Weather and the Future of the Ganja Market

G. The High Stakes: Public Weather and Social Policy


I. The Cool Climate for Change: Public Weather and Political Impact

J. The Highs and Lows of Public Weather in the Ganja Industry

K. Public Weather: A Climate of Change for the Ganja Industry


M. Public Weather and the Ganja Industry: A Climate of Opportunity

N. The High Seas Ahead: The Impact of Public Weather on the Ganja Industry

O. Public Weather and the Ganja Industry: A Climate of Challenges

P. The Weathering of the Ganja Industry: The Influence of Public Weather on Market Dynamics

Q. The Highs and Lows of Public Weather in the Ganja Industry

R. Public Weather: A Climate of Opportunity for Change in the Ganja Industry

S. The Weathering of the Ganja Industry: The Influence of Public Weather on Social Policy

T. Public Weather and the Ganja Industry: A Climate of Challenges for Change

U. The High Seas Ahead: The Impact of Public Weather on the Ganja Industry
standards. Much like musicians, comedians, theatre actors and if impressed by their own mon is a potential to spend money sate you for your performance. Your job is to now persuade Window to compen-
to tip for this song”), Window is able to tip, but is refraining from doing so. Your job is to now persuade Window to compen-

closeup up shop. Fence-riding fans and first-time attendees will have decided how much loot they are willing to shell out based on what they saw during the show. Stripper's that visualize their stage sets as individual shows will soon understand that the private dance area (aka the merchandise booth) and between-song/after-set tips from customers (autograph signings) are often more lucrative than whatever is thrown on stage during a set (panties and joints). There is no simple formula to figuring out exactly how much money a given customer is willing to spend, but putting on a good performance will likely persuade able customers toward compensation.

To cement my point, I will use Super Mario Bros. as a summarizing framework. When Mario punches a gold box stamped with a question mark, this is an act of persuasion—one that often results in him being compensated with the coins that fly out of the box. The sum total of Mario’s performance (measured in coins) is reflective of the number of boxes he hits, as well as the number of times he hits each box. Some boxes produce a single coin, while others will spit multiple coins if hit more than once. On occasion, Mario will navigate to a foggy VIP area in which multiple coins will be provided for a single, quick performance. This rarely happens on accident, however, and thus Mario must keep his eyes open at all times for the VIP access points.

Now, I’m not saying that you should eat mushrooms before work and hit customers if you want them to give you money (I’m talking to you, Maria). The important fact is, that Mario is technically able to finish a level without earning a single coin. And much like Mario, dancers can easily make it through a shift by merely avoiding the creepy turtle-looking guys, leaning to the right and bouncing when they have to. The point I’m trying to make here should be blatantly fucking obvious. Put on a good show. Play the game. You never know who’s watching, where the first-timers are sitting or who will be back for your next show. Finally, to those of you dancers who feel that repeat-

PART 1: NON-TIPPERS

Your shift has started, rent is due, half of your hair is still knotted up in sex-dreds and the DJ is already calling your name on the mic. Before getting all coked-out and psycho over the fact that the only customer at your rack doesn’t already have a neatly unfolded dollar in front of him, keep in mind that this customer is, for one reason or another, sitting at your stage. This fact alone, means that he or she falls into one of three distinct categories: person with money who is tipping, person with money who is not tipping (but is knowingly watching the show) and person without money who is trying to remember what freeway off-ramp they abandoned their wrecked car on before drunkenly stumbling past security into the closest warm building. For purposes of reference, I will respectively refer to these three hypothetical customer types as Biggie Pimpin’, Window Shoppa and Shitheel McHobo.

Okay, so McHobo isn’t gonna tip. This is when you subtly motion to a bouncer with a glance that says, “You’re a fucking bouncer. Wake Santa up and kick him out of the club.” If this doesn’t work, subtly pack your shit up and find a new club. Now that we’ve taken care of the obvious, let’s explore the other two archetypical patrons. Biggie Pimpin’ may be building miniature houses with bills to show off the fact that he does, in fact, have nine dollars. But, this is not the person you should focus your attention on. Why? Because Biggie Pimpin’ is going to be spending money and showing off regardless, and your breasts are mere back-
ground noise in the imaginary music video that encompasses this dude’s life.

Experienced dancers know that the real money comes from Window Shoppa (or at least Biggie’s reaction to your treatment of Window; Biggie wants public attention, so ignoring him for a few seconds will only result in a growing pile of jealous look-
at-me dollars). Without consulting scientists who specialize in numbers and magnets and technical shit like that, I would confidently estimate that eighty percent of strip club customers fall into the Window Shoppa archetype. For a variety of reasons ranging from genuine ignorance (“You mean the strippers don’t get a paycheck?”) to typical douchebaggery (“My wife’s band opened up for these guys at Sasquatch, so I didn’t think she had to tip for this song”), Window is able to tip, but is refraining from doing so. Your job is to now persuade Window to compen-
sate you for your performance.

The one thing that all Window Shoppa types share in common is a potential to spend money if impressed by their own standards. Much like musicians, comedians, theatre actors and street mimes (I needed a fourth example), strippers entertain diverse crowds who possess varying tastes, budgets, substance abuse problems and feelings toward mimes. After a performance, some folks will leave unimpressed, while others will stay and waste cash on Monsters of Mime 2011 Tour merchandise. One fact remains the same, regardless of the venue or performance type: the show is over. This is when bands/comedi-
ans/mimes/etcetera make the majority of their money—after displaying their talents and before closing up shop. Fence-riding fans and first-time attendees will have decided how much loot they are willing to shell out based on what they saw during the show. Stripper’s that visualize their stage sets as individual shows will soon understand that the private dance area (aka the merchandise booth) and between-song/after-set tips from customers (autograph signings) are often more lucrative than whatever is thrown on stage during a set (panties and joints). There is no simple formula to figuring out exactly how much money a given customer is willing to spend, but putting on a good performance will likely persuade able customers toward compensation.

To cement my point, I will use Super Mario Bros. as a summarizing framework. When Mario punches a gold box stamped with a question mark, this is an act of persuasion—one that often results in him being compensated with the coins that fly out of the box. The sum total of Mario’s performance (measured in coins) is reflective of the number of boxes he hits, as well as the number of times he hits each box. Some boxes produce a single coin, while others will spit multiple coins if hit more than once. On occasion, Mario will navigate to a foggy VIP area in which multiple coins will be provided for a single, quick performance. This rarely happens on accident, however, and thus Mario must keep his eyes open at all times for the VIP access points.

Now, I’m not saying that you should eat mushrooms before work and hit customers if you want them to give you money (I’m talking to you, Maria). The important fact is, that Mario is technically able to finish a level without earning a single coin. And much like Mario, dancers can easily make it through a shift by merely avoiding the creepy turtle-looking guys, leaning to the right and bouncing when they have to. The point I’m trying to make here should be blatantly fucking obvious. Put on a good show. Play the game. You never know who’s watching, where the first-timers are sitting or who will be back for your next show. Finally, to those of you dancers who feel that repeat-
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Last Chance To Qualify!

OPEN TO ALL ENTERTAINERS
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EXOTICA INTERNATIONAL
THURSDAY, MARCH 3
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HOSTED BY NIK SIN & ED FORMAN WITH LIVE MUSIC BY DRAGSTRIP RIOT
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503-285-0281 - NO COVER
Model Mayhem (modelmayhem.com) has long been criticized as a breeding ground for Perverts With Cameras (PWC)—allowing any man to hire nude models under the guise of "artist." However, the social network is a two-way street, where any bimbo with a cell phone camera can upload a self-shot portfolio to troll for Perverts With Cash.

Model Mayhem was designed to connect photographers and models of all skill levels. Models browse for work by category or location, to either make money or yield better shots for their portfolios. There's no need to say that the site is most lucrative for the ladies—and men—willing to take it off. Beneath the veil of "creativity," the social network has evolved into a legitimate form of adult entertainment.
Average PWCs looking for a thrill, spend small fortunes building personal porn collections. Occasionally, a newbie model will pose for free, provided the photographer has real talent and can help create amazing portfolios. The rest can expect to pay models between $50 and $250 an hour. Rates vary according to a model’s limits and experience.

A good majority are serious when they say NO NUDES! Fortunately, the Model Mayhem search function allows photographers to weed out these prudish prima donnas. Even better, Model Mayhem can turn up search results segregating models by weight, height, hair color, location and more. Literally, a PWC can imagine his dream girl and have a good chance of finding her. That’s when he starts bidding for her attention, making requests while she sets the price.

Some photographers let the models do the work by posting casting calls. Some seek models for “implied nudes;” others specifically call for “adult” themes. The more sophisticated may be looking for “Playboy-style shoots.” The more provocative say “Hustler.” There’s a growing interest in BDSM that call for rope, leather and chains. Old-fashioned “female couples,” i.e. lesbians, remain popular. On occasion, members seek video work for Point Of View (POV) videos, which might me construed as “suck my dick for a movie.”

Hardcore pornography is not tolerated on the site. Still, there are sexy photos galore of both nude and clothed women. State and federal laws still apply, so sex cannot be exchanged for money. Nor can a photographer lure a model with an innocent proposition and then change the game when she arrives.

What really goes on between a model and a photographer, however, is private business. Model Mayhem only provides the channel. Just like any social networking site, there are some serious people and a whole lot of creeps. Some of the women are self-made entrepreneurs, while others are naive and inexperienced. Put these groups together in an online free-for-all, and anything can happen. Photographers have been murdered. Women have been raped. Rumors continue flying as many try to condemn the site. However, even Facebook and MySpace have been linked to violent crime. Still, Model Mayhem is safer than the some of the alternatives. Craigslist has an even worse rap.

Model Mayhem retains records of all exchanged messages. There also is a list of safety rules that models should treat as gospel. Don’t entertain a photographer with nothing but a few snapshots in his portfolio. Don’t meet a dude in a hotel room without an escort. And reference-check everyone.

Make no mistake, however, Model Mayhem is not just for porn. It also is a tool for art students, clean-minded amateurs and professionals. Models span the full gamut as well, from fashion models to pornstars. For those that like both fine art and female anatomy, long live Model Mayhem. What consenting adults do behind closed doors, is their business. Just play it safe and don’t break the law.

**FULLY ENABLED SEX**

Some young women have hopes of stardom. Many try to take advantage of travel opportunities while others are only interested in easy money. There are a few, however, trying to say something profound.

Tanya Norris (modelmayhem.com/1982498) is an example of a model who meets all of the criteria that most photographers seek. She has full lips and wide eyes, not to mention large breasts and a plump bottom. But she also has cerebral palsy.

Norris was born in 1984, two months premature and weighing 2 lbs, 1 oz. Norris was so undeveloped that doctors put her in an incubator and her breathing needed the assistance of a respirator. While this kept her alive, she also suffered a brain hemorrhage because doctors left her in for too long. Norris says. The left side of her brain was deprived of oxygen, causing the cerebral palsy.

The consequential nerve damage and stunted muscle development has followed her through life. She requires the assistance of a walker or a motorized scooter for long trips. She doesn’t drive, and relies on Chicago’s CTA to take her to her 9-to-5 office job like everyone else in the city.

Overall, she’s “normal,” and posed nude on Model Mayhem to prove it. Looking at Norris (implied) masturbating while sprawled on satin sheets, no one would guess that she was disabled. This is precisely the point, she explains.

“I am one of the lucky ones.” she says. “I can feel from the waist down.”

Norris says that people often are astonished when they learn that, she too, is a sexual being because they can’t see past the disability. Some go as far to ask if she were molested. That is not the case. Being sexual is part of being human, and people with disabilities are human.

“You may have something, but it shouldn’t make you any less sexy, beautiful or desirable.” She adds, “You are still a woman, so be comfortable with who you are and don’t be afraid to show it…before you turn 80.”

To further fight the stereotype of women with disabilities, Norris hopes to take her condition all the way to the pages of *Playboy*. She has already been approached by *Maxim*, suggesting that she applies for Hometown Hotties.

She advises the flock that she does not spread eagle. She does not use toys, nor does she allow extreme close-ups of her “vag.” These offers started coming in the moment she bared her breasts. While she enjoys being nude, she stands by her limits and always brings an escort.

*Adam Madison is a creative writer and photographer that fully utilizes Model Mayhem. While he no longer shoots nude photography, he recognizes the perverse nature of the social network. He says sometimes the “Pervert With Camera” evolves into a real photographer. He likes to think that this is his case.*
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First of all, I would like to extend my love to the Bell and Rogers’ families who (as well as myself) are dealing with a horrific loss. I often times wonder how one gets the strength to overcome obstacles, pitfalls and adversities—as bad as some may be. The conclusion I’ve drawn, is that having true friends and family that rally around you in the hardest of times makes all the difference in the world. I would like thank you all and let’s continue to look out for one another. I dedicate this column to all the real chicks and catz that still exist on planet Earth. Break down a phat sack, twist it up and let’s go!

FIRST UP: UNSUNG HEROES

As I look at the phenomenal people in Portland that continuously strive to succeed and be the best at what they do, I not only have an appreciation for their dedication and diligence, but am motivated by their relentlessness and ability to persevere through heartaches and disappointments. To my promoter friends out there: don’t stop doing what you do. Despite the odds we may be up against with the OLCC and the local media, hip hop music is not going anywhere! Even though the music we love is blamed for every fight or bad incident that may happen to occur at a strip club or nightclub, promoters such as Iceberg Entertainment, City Entertainment, DJ X Factor, Flawless Entertainment and Life Is Luv Entertainment continue to bring the city of Portland enjoyable and memorable events. It’s a shame that all of the successful and drama-free promotions that these companies bring don’t get as much media attention. I have never understood why promoters get blamed or bad mouthed for something someone else does at their event. Paul Allen doesn’t get ridiculed, or disrespected, by the media for a fight that happened after a Blazer game in the Rose Quarter parking garage. Yet still, promoters (as well as clubs) that play hip hop or rap music are continuously being blamed for the unforeseen acts of troubled individuals. What I find absolutely amazing, is that the OLCC has never once blamed it on the alcohol that they make their money from! They’d rather blame the music and the promoters. At the same time, every promoter and club owner who supports hip hop and knows what we’re up against here in Portland, must stay extra vigilant and cautious about who we allow into our events and establishments. In the mean time, I salute you all for having the guts to keep it crackin’!

NEXT UP: STRIP CLUB DJS

The general public may have no idea about the duties, skills and patience it takes to be DJ at a gentlemen’s club. Having done it a couple times myself, let me tell you, this job is unlike any other! They basically orchestrate an entire evening of music and a line-up of entertainers. They have to coordinate the rotation of dancers and get the right music on, while encouraging the clubs patrons to spend money. I never knew the amount of multi-tasking that went on. Besides being party starters and keeping the club flowing smooth, they sometimes find themselves having to console girls who come to work crying or upset, deal with drunk customers that will not stop talking to them at the DJ booth, as well as act as club security on occasions when backup is needed. Most dancers have a certain type of music that they prefer dancing to, and when a DJ gets it wrong, or plays a song they don’t like, it can often cause temper tantrums, attitudes, dirty looks, and NO TIP. It all depends on the entertainer’s professionalism. I think that all the DJs in this adult industry deserve a raise! Keep up the good work, ya’ll.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Tuesday, March 8 is the Sexy Mardi Gras Party at Club Gossip.

Friday, April 8 hip hop legend Ice Cube returns to Portland. He will be appearing live at the Roseland Theater. Get your tickets now, because I’m sure it will sell out!

HONEY OF THE MONTH

This month’s adorable honey, Monica, was born in Brazil and currently lives in the US. She has won several awards for her films, and is getting her modeling career going as well. Much love baby and continued success!

I am currently in the planning stages of another Honey of the Month contest in Portland. Make sure to check out the details in April’s Exotic Magazine.

Until next month, ya’ll keep it crackin’!
One love,
J.Mack
First of all, I would like to extend my love to the Bell and Ropers' families who (as well as myself) are dealing with a horrific loss. I often times wonder how one gets the strength to overcome obstacles, pitfalls and adversities — as bad as some may be. The conclusion I've drawn, is that having true friends and family that rally around you in the hardest of times makes all the difference in the world. I would like thank you all and let's continue to look out for one another. I dedicate this column to all the real chicks and catz that still exist on planet Earth. Break down a phat sack, twist it up and let's go!

First Up: Unsung Heroes

As I look at the phenomenal people in Portland that continually strive to succeed and be the best at what they do, I not only have an appreciation for their dedication and diligence, but am motivated by their relentlessness and ability to persevere through heartaches and disappointments. To my promoter friends out there: don't stop doing what you do. Despite the odds we may be up against with the OLCC and the local media, hip hop music is not going anywhere! Even though the music we love is blamed for every fight or bad incident that may happen to occur at a strip club or nightclub, promoters such as Iceberg Entertainment, City Entertainment, DJ X Factor, Flawless Entertainment and Life Is Luv Entertainment continue to bring the city of Portland enjoyable and memorable events. It's a shame that all of the successful and drama-free promotions that these companies bring don't get as much media attention. I have never understood why promoters get blamed or bad mouthed for something someone else does at their event. Paul Allen doesn't get ridiculed, or disrespected, by the media for a fight that happened after a Blazer game in the Rose Quarter parking garage. Yet still, promoters (as well as clubs) that play hip hop or rap music are continuously being blamed for the unforeseen acts of troubled individuals. What I find absolutely amazing, is that the OLCC has never once blamed it on the alcohol that they make their money from! They'd rather blame the music and the promoters. At the same time, every promoter and club owner who supports hip hop and knows what we're up against here in Portland, must stay extra vigilant and cautious about who we allow into our events and establishments. In the mean time, I salute you all for having the guts to keep it crackin'!

Next Up: Strip Club DJs

The general public may have no idea about the duties, skills and patience it takes to be DJ at a gentlemen's club. Having done it a couple times myself, let me tell you, this job is unlike any other! They basically orchestrate an entire evening of music and a line-up of entertainers. They have to coordinate the rotation of dancers and get the right music on, while encouraging the clubs patrons to spend money. I never knew the amount of multi-tasking that went on. Besides being party starters and keeping the club flowing smooth, they sometimes find themselves having to console girls who come to work crying or upset, deal with drunk customers that will not stop talking to them at the DJ booth, as well as act as club security on occasions when backup is needed. Most dancers have a certain type of music that they prefer dancing to, and when a DJ gets it wrong, or plays a song they don't like, it can often cause temper tantrums, attitudes, dirty looks, and NO TIP. It all depends on the entertainer's professionalism. I think that all the DJs in this adult industry deserve a raise! Keep up the good work, ya'll.

Upcoming Events

Tuesday, March 8 is the Sexy Mardi Gras Party at Club Gossip.

Friday, April 8 hip hop legend Ice Cube returns to Portland. He will be appearing live at the Roseland Theater. Get your tickets now, because I'm sure it will sell out!

Honey Of The Month

This month's adorable honey, Monica, was born in Brazil and currently lives in the US. She has won several awards for her films, and is getting her modeling career going as well. Much love baby and continued success!

I am currently in the planning stages of another Honey of the Month contest in Portland. Make sure to check out the details in April's Exotic Magazine.

Until next month, ya'll keep it crackin'!

One love,

J.Mack
Justin Bieber, prepare to get cockblocked! Featured last month on Comedy Central’s *Tosh.0*, 56-year-old Jay Herrod of Colorado Springs shamelessly professed his love for barely-legal Disney star Selena Gomez. He’s been featured on Playboy Radio’s morning show and Howard Stern. Since his appearance on *Tosh.0*, Herrod averages between 35-60 calls per day from freely giving out his cell number on Facebook and through his YouTube account. Taking time out of his busy day of answering crank calls and practicing male striptease moves, *Exotic* gave him a chance at his own “Web Redemption” to discuss werewolves, the Egyptian protests, crotch rashes and his 2012 presidential bid.

**Deputy Andy:** So it’s been a few weeks since your appearance on *Tosh.0*, what has happened in your life as a result of it?

**Jay Herrod:** I’ve gotten a lot of bad comments, phone calls and people accusing me of being a pedophile, which I’m not. They say I should also be locked up, which is slander. If you run a police check on me, it’s clean. I’ve done nothing but help people my whole life. I’m also going to start a Jay Herrod hotline for people to call. I got a call from a little boy a couple of weeks ago—he was crying and he had no one else to talk to. His mom had died of cervical cancer and his grandma was smoking crack and the police had done nothing. I talked about this in the video saying I wasn’t a pedophile; I was the only person he could call in America!

**DA:** You’ve become famous for your video professing your love to Selena Gomez. How do you think it will play out when the two of you meet in person?

**JH:** I think we’d get along real good. I’ve been told by the people who know us that we have similar personalities.

**DA:** Who have you talked to who knows her?

**JH:** I can’t say that, I never can say. I’ve been *supposedly* talking to her, we’ve exchanged e-mails. I’d go on a candlelit dinner with her, go dancing, maybe hold hands and walk on the beach.

**DA:** You have another video on YouTube announcing your candidacy as an Independent in the 2012 presidential election. What will be your initial campaign platform?

**JH:** My platform is when I take care of business, I take care of business. On taxes, I’m against an increase on taxes, a gasoline tax and what I’d like to see happen is a tax incentive to give to employers for every employee they retain. I also want to use trustee inmate labor to make bridges, highways and railroad tracks. They’re getting ready to get out anyway and they’ll work for less. They’re less violent because they want to get out anyway.

**DA:** As president, how would your administration reconstruct US foreign aid policies to a post-Mubarak Egyptian democracy?

**JH:** I really don’t know anything about that. I’d really have to sit down at the table and talk to somebody who knew more about that than me. What I really want to see is that if you don’t mess with us, we won’t mess with you. As far as terrorists, if you’ll stop killing us, we will stop killing you. I’m really all about the way of finding the middle ground. I’m good at doing stuff like that. I’ve done it before. It’s a everyday with how we’re talking here, but if you sit down and we get to talking and we both find a middle ground and we can reach some kind of an agreement.

**DA:** Do you think you could beat Daniel Tosh up if you got into a back alley fight?

**JH:** Yeah, easy! I’d go for his neck. I’d grab him from behind and squeeze. I have real good reflexes. And once I got him, I’d pin him to the ground so he couldn’t get up. I’m so strong! I don’t want to send anybody to the hospital, but I’m extremely strong. I’ve done stuff like that to bears, so I could do something like that.

**DA:** If you had to choose between the powers of vampirism or lycanthropy (being a werewolf) what would you choose, and why?

**JH:** Vampire. I’d rather have the blood than the meat. A werewolf wouldn’t come for blood, he’d come for both. If you get the smell for blood, you’d be a vampire. If you get the taste for both, you’d be a werewolf.

**DA:** If you were trapped in the mall during a zombie invasion, based on initial instincts, how would you defend yourself?

**JH:** A Zombie invasion? [laughs]. I’d probably try to have a good strong pole. I could swing it, stab them with it, jab them with it or de-campacitate [sic] them. If they came after me, that’s what I would do.

**Herrod, good luck in the 2012 candidacy!**
Justin Bieber, prepare to get cockblocked! Featured last month on Comedy Central's Tosh.0, 56-year-old Jay Herrod of Colorado Springs shamelessly professed his love for barely-legal Disney star Selena Gomez. He's been featured on Playboy Radio's morning show and Howard Stern. Since his appearance on Tosh.0, Herrod averages between 35-60 calls per day from freely giving out his cell number on Facebook and through his YouTube account. Taking time out of his busy day of answering crank calls and practicing male striptease moves, Exotic gave him a chance at his own "Web Redemption" to discuss werewolves, the Egyptian protests, crotch rashes and his 2012 presidential bid.

Deputy Andy: So it's been a few weeks since your appearance on Tosh.0, what has happened in your life as a result of it?

Jay Herrod: I've gotten a lot of bad comments, phone calls and people accusing me of being a pedophile, which I'm not. They say I should also be locked up, which is slander. If you run a police check on me, it's clean. I've done nothing but help people my whole life. I'm also going to start a Jay Herrod hotline for people to call. I got a call from a little boy a couple of weeks ago—he was crying and he had no one else to talk to. His mom had died of cervical cancer and his grandma was smoking crack and the police had done nothing. I talked about this in the video saying I wasn't a pedophile; I was the only person he could call in America!

DA: You've become famous for your video professing your love to Selena Gomez. How do you think it will play out when the two of you meet in person?

JH: I think we'd get along real good. I've been told by the people who know us that we have similar personalities.

DA: Who have you talked to who knows her?

JH: I can't say that, I never can say. I've been supposed to talking to her, we've exchanged e-mails. I'd go on a candlelit dinner with her, go dancing, maybe hold hands and walk on the beach.

DA: You have another video on YouTube announcing your candidacy as an Independent in the 2012 presidential election. What will be your initial campaign platform?

JH: My platform is when I take care of business, I take care of business. On taxes, I'm against an increase on taxes, a gasoline tax and what I'd like to see happen is a tax incentive to give to employers for every employee they retain. I also want to use trustee inmate labor to make bridges, highways and railroad tracks. They're getting ready to get out anyway and they'll work for less. They're less violent because they want to get out anyway.

DA: As president, how would your administration reconstruct US foreign aid policies to a post-Mubarak Egyptian democracy?

JH: I really don't know anything about that. I'd really have to sit down at the table and talk to somebody who knew more about that than me. What I really want to see, is that if you don't mess with us, we won't mess with you. As far as terrorists, if you'll stop killing us, we will stop killing you. I'm really all about the way of finding the middle ground. I'm good at doing stuff like that. I've done it before. It's hard to say with how we're talking here, but if you sit down and we get to talking and we both find a middle ground and we can reach some kind of an agreement.

DA: Do you think you could beat Daniel Tosh up if you got into a back alley fight?

JH: Yeah, easy! I'd go for his neck. I'd grab him from behind and squeeze. I have real good reflexes. And once I got him, I'd pin him to the ground so he couldn't get up. I'm so strong! I don't want to send anybody to the hospital, but I'm extremely strong. I've done stuff like that to bears, so I could do something like that.

DA: If you had to choose between the powers of vampirism or lycanthropy (being a werewolf) what would you choose, and why?

JH: Vampire. I'd rather have the blood than the meat. A werewolf wouldn't come for blood, he'd come for both. If you get the smell for blood, you'd be a vampire. If you get the taste for both, you'd be a werewolf.

DA: You mentioned in one of your YouTube videos about your doctor advising you to wear skirts. Can you elaborate on that?

JH: Yeah…I got this rash so bad in my crotch area and [the doctor] says "Jay, I can't do much more for you. I've tried every kind of cream and every kind of prescription. You gotta start wearing the skirts." I keep going in and out of them in the summer and I can't wear them [made] with cotton because it really irritates my skin.

DA: Are there any undergarments underneath?

JH: Yeah, it's women's microfiber. Yansi, if you want to know the brand name.

DA: If you were trapped in the mall during a zombie invasion, based on initial instincts, how would you defend yourself?

JH: A Zombie invasion? [laughs]. I'd probably try to have a good strong pole. I could swing it, stab them with it, jab them with it or de-campacitate [sic] them. If they came after me, that's what I would do.

Herrod, good luck in the 2012 candidacy!
Portland, the beautiful City of Roses, remains the location of the most strip clubs per capita in any US city. In addition to quantity, Portland is full of the most diverse strippers, from the Barbie types, the tatted industrial beauties, full figured dames and the itty bitty titty committee. We can count on these women (and some men) to arouse and entertain our sexual fantasies. In return, we shower them with dollar bills, purchase lap dances and fill their bellies with top shelf liquor. Even rappers and country music stars establish their careers from songs and ballads about strippers and create songs for strippers to dance to. Women outside the industry increasingly look to attain the open sexuality of exotic dancers by attending pole dancing classes after sheepishly observing the power of the pussy.

Let’s face it, strippers come a dime a dozen—especially in this town. There is, however, a sexy breed of naughty performers in need of recognition. This would be the go-go dancer. Not to be confused with rhythm-less club rats dancing, scantily clad, on a box in an over-hyped place like Dirty or Aura. Go-go dancers are the “fluffers” and bonafide party starters of any event or occasion. Rump-shaking gurus, these ladies must remain high energy, dancing to whatever the DJ selects—often times against the better judgment of what is viewed as “danceable” for a go-go. For instance, dancing to “Time Warp” from The Rocky Horror Picture Show (in its entirety) is a painful four minutes that feels like four hours.

Each Sunday, I put on my Sinferno Cabaret’s best and work it out on Dante’s plexi-glass catwalks. For the last two years, I’ve found dance to be my outlet for stress, allowing me to accept and own my sexuality and appreciate every inch of my body. While I have credentials in both exotic dancing realms, the go-go dancer is not praised, or tipped, enough. In humble efforts to give credit where credit is due, here are a couple of things to know about go-go dancers.

1) The temperature is much hotter and more humid for us than it is for you. In fact, we are simply inhaling all the body heat that you, the patrons, let off. Gross, right? We know. At Dante’s, we’re dancing under heat vents. So feel free to buy us bottled water, share your cash flow and treat us to a shot when we take a break.

2) Commuting through the crowds is a regular thing to get from point A to point B for us go-go dancers. This means you can see how beautiful and physically fit we are up close. This, in no way, means you can cop a feel in our passing. Unless you’re feeling my hand to put a $20 in it, the no touching rule still applies.

3) Though we don’t take off all our clothes or spread eagle in your face, we still do tricks and specialty moves. Whether it is suspending ourselves upside down or shaking our booty at record-breaking speed, it requires practice, physical strength and endurance. Plus, we see you watching—so reach into those pockets and tip the go-go dancers.

4) Go-go dancers are also more likely to talk to you on breaks while wringing sweat from their hair. Without the hustle for private dances, the pressure is off and you can really get to know us. I’m not just saying this but we are all nice girls. And yes, we really do get along and support one another in real life. Should you hog our beloved break times with your inquiries and compliments we’ve heard before, take that six dollars you would have spent on trying to get us drunk and just give it to us directly. The ATM is right by the door or you can get cash at the bar. We’ll wait.

5) From medical school students, animal caretakers, photographers, fashion designers and even journalists, the go-go dancer is the girl next door of the sex industry. Next time you spot a foxy lady dancing with reckless abandon in platform boots and sequins, remember she is striving to make that dollar. So give us one…or five.
in its entirety) is a painful four minutes that feels like an hour. "Picture Show (1989)"

For instance, dancing to "Time Warp" from Rocky Horror Picture Show is great for those that like to be a part of the action. However, it’s often best to let the DJ do his work and dance to whatever he selects—often times against the better judgment of what is viewed as “danceable” for a go-go. Sometimes, when the DJ of the evening has a rough night, the go-go strip club is a bit barren. It’s as if they are waiting for the DJ to play the first song of the evening. This is when the most perverted go-go girls can be found: the "fluffers" and bonafide party starters of any event or club. Go-go dancers are in their element when wringing sweat from their hair. Without the hustle for profits, there is no reason for them to do tricks and specialty moves. Whether it’s the girl next door of the sex industry or the girl next door of the sex industry.

Let’s face it, strippers come a dime a dozen—especially in one of the most strip clubs per capita in any US city. In addition to the exotic dancers by attending pole dancing classes after sheepishly going in, strippers and create songs for strippers to dance to. Women outstrip men on a box in an over-hyped place like Dirty or Aura. Go-go dancers are more likely to talk to you on breaks. Though we don’t take off all our clothes or spread eagle, we still do tricks and specialty moves. Whether it’s the girl next door of the sex industry or the girl next door of the sex industry.

1. The temperature is much hotter and more humid for us than it is for you. The temperature can range from 110 to 150 degrees Fahrenheit in some places, depending on how much air is moving through the crowd. This can cause dehydration, heat exhaustion, and heat stroke.
2. Commuting through the crowds is a regular thing to get from point A to point B for us go-go dancers. This means you can’t leave your drink unattended.
3. Though we don’t take off all our clothes or spread eagle, we still do tricks and specialty moves. Whether it’s the girl next door of the sex industry or the girl next door of the sex industry.
4. Go-go dancers are more likely to talk to you on breaks. Though we don’t take off all our clothes or spread eagle, we still do tricks and specialty moves. Whether it’s the girl next door of the sex industry or the girl next door of the sex industry.
5. From medical school students, animal caretakers, photographers, to members of the general public, there are always plenty of people who want to be Go-go dancers. Parents of adult children who want to be Go-go dancers should talk to their children about the realities of the job before they decide to become a Go-go dancer.

3. Though we don’t take off all our clothes or spread eagle, we still do tricks and specialty moves. Whether it’s the girl next door of the sex industry or the girl next door of the sex industry.

1. The temperature is much hotter and more humid for us than it is for you. The temperature can range from 110 to 150 degrees Fahrenheit in some places, depending on how much air is moving through the crowd. This can cause dehydration, heat exhaustion, and heat stroke.
2. Commuting through the crowds is a regular thing to get from point A to point B for us go-go dancers. This means you can’t leave your drink unattended.
3. Though we don’t take off all our clothes or spread eagle, we still do tricks and specialty moves. Whether it’s the girl next door of the sex industry or the girl next door of the sex industry.

Now auditioning 18 & over. Send one head shot and one full body pic to DesertAmateurs.com. No experience necessary. Send one head shot and one full body shot to: PacificNWladies@gmail.com. Same day cash paid. Send full body pics to Admin@MediaOriginals.com. Call (503) 988-8759.

You can find the hottest clubs in Portland. Classy exotic dance club on upscale SW Barbur Blvd. Seeking top-quality exotic dancers by attending pole dancing classes after sheepishly going in, strippers and create songs for strippers to dance to. Women outstrip men on a box in an over-hyped place like Dirty or Aura. Go-go dancers are more likely to talk to you on breaks. Though we don’t take off all our clothes or spread eagle, we still do tricks and specialty moves. Whether it’s the girl next door of the sex industry or the girl next door of the sex industry.

Classifieds

DANCERS WANTED
at Portland’s Hottest Clubs
Call for shifts at Club 205 & Heat Gentlemen’s Club.
No Agency Fees. (503) 619-5602

ROOSTER’S DANCERS WANTED
No experience necessary. Easygoing environment, $5 shift fees and very flexible scheduling.
For auditions/booking (503) 289-131 f

ALL-NEW BOOM BOOM ROOM!
Auditions daily 2pm - 8pm.

LURE EXOTIC LOUNGE
Auditions daily from 2pm - 8pm. Free meal per shift. 21+ years. Come in or call (503) 344-3320.

NEW ATTITUDE! NO DRAMA! LOWER FEES!
Stars Cabaret Beaverton is under new management and hiring top NW entertainers for day, mid and evening shifts. Please contact the club for schedule and audition info at (503) 350-0988.

BOTTOMS UP IS AUDITIONING!
Now auditioning 18 & over. Call for details.
Sam (503) 314-9514 or (503) 621-9844.

CLUB ROUGE IS HIRING
PORTLAND’S TOP ENTERTAINERS
Drop-in auditions are 3pm-6pm Mon.-Fri. Call the club for an appointment outside those times (503) 227-3936.

PIRATE’S COVE,
NICOLAI ST. CLUBHOUSE AND RIVERSIDE CORRAL
Now hiring dancers for all shifts. Call for audition (503) 286-7429.

THE ALL-NEW STARS CABARET BRIDGEPORt
is seeking professional entertainers and staff! You have seen the rest, now come work with the best!! Contact Joel @ 726-2403.

DEVIL DANCER PROMOTIONS
Booking 4 Casa Diablo & other strip clubs. Wanted: Angelic faces with devilishly delightful bodies. Make more $$$ than God! 18+, no experience necessary. Stage fee is only $1 per shift. Call (503) 222-6610 now! www.DevilDancer.com

CABARET I & II
503 W. Burnside & 17544 SE Stark St. Hiring girls 18 & over. Call (503) 525-4900 or (503) 252-3533 for auditions.

NOW HIRING HOT MODELS
18+ for female-owned, 24 hour, upscale, clean facility. Call (503) 593-0595.

THE PALLAS CLUB AND DREAM ON SALOON
are now hiring dancers 18 and over. Call (503) 816-4174 Dream On - Jersey (503) 428-1760 for scheduling.

LUCKY DEVIL & DEVILS POINT
Sexy girls audition now at Lucky Devil 12 noon - 7pm or Call (503) 616-5489.

$5.50 STEAK SPECIAL
51 BEERS ON TAP
300 LIQUOR VARIETIES
4 HUGE STAGES
8325 SE McLoughlin Blvd. (503) 231-9311

OVER 200 SQ. FT. OF PARTY ROOM!
- 5’ X 5’ DANCE FLOOR WITH A POLE - 2 TV’S WITH DVD PLAYER
- STATE-OF-THE-ART STEREO FROM KING PIN WITH IPOD HOOK UP
- 4 FT. BAR WITH A BEER TAP FOR YOUR KEG!

SIZE DOES MATTER!
(Two big buns with a little price)

CHILLIN’ PARTY BUS
Buy 4 Hours, Get the 5th FREE
GET YOUR VIP CARD FOR FREE WITH THE BUS!
Discounts & Specials All Night
• TOP FREE ENTRY WITH CARD - NO WAITING IN LINES
• $5 OFF YOUR FOOD BILL
ALL THIS AND WE KEPT THE PRICE AFFORDABLE.
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE FOR BIG SAVINGS!
CHILLINPARTY.COM (503) 349-0660

BIG MONEY ...... NO DRAMA!
No pole dancing nude for dollars, no movies your kids might see.
No experience necessary. Pussycats Portland and Salem
(503) 409-5114

SHIMMERS AND GLIMMERS
ARE HIRING
Looking to hire hot dancers. No stage fees. Personality and looks a must.
Drama not allowed. Auditions Tues., Fri. 11am - 4pm. Call Mike for more info (503) 513-7311.

FULL MoOn Bar & GRiLL
Hiring: very hot, sexy dancers. Full Moon has auditions daily.
Must be 21 or over. Call (503) 663-0581.

STARS CABARET
1590 Weston Court NE
Salem, OR
(503) 370-8063 Auditions Daily

FUN AGENCY HIRING
Blondes and Asians 21 and over ONLY!
Send one head shot and one full body shot to: PacificNWladies@gmail.com
971-208-5345

NOW HIRING FEMALES & COUPLES
DESPERATEAMATEURS.COM
Same day cash paid. Send full body pics to Admin@MediaOriginals.com. (503) 988-8759.

MYNT GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
Portland’s newest northeast club is hiring dancers. Call Josh for details (503) 536-3072.

ADULT MOVIES
500+ $5 each. • Old • Young • Gang • Solo
• Tiny • Big Tits • Animal • Nudist Can trade for...? Call 8am-11pm. (503) 901-2956
Get an ego boost with a sexy photo shoot! CHRISSALENPHOTOS.COM/EXOTIC/EXOTIC

HYPNOX PHOTOGRAPHY
WWW.HYPNOX.COM • (206) 226-3853

Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds • Classifieds

ANNIE’S
UPPERTOWN TAVERN
ASTORIA, OREGON
Looking for entertainers! Work on the beautiful Oregon Coast with zero competition!
Open 4pm-2am Mon-Sat 503.325.1102
NOW HIRING **BEAUTIFUL ENTERTAINERS**

**TO COME**

**EARN THE WEALTH**

**THAT ALASKA HAS TO OFFER.**

**FOR A UNIQUE AND PROFITABLE EXPERIENCE, CONTACT MISS J FOR INFORMATION @**

(907) 279-1231 • FAX: (907) 349-2852

MAIL: P.O. BOX 200615 • ANCHORAGE, AK 99520

15TH & EAMBELL • ANCHORAGE, ALASKA

---

ESCAPE THE HARD ECONOMIC TIMES...

OUR WEATHER IS FANTASTIC AND BUSINESS IS BOOMING!

~ INCLUDES SALARY ~

www.myspace.com/ClubGSpotGuam

View Our Video On YouTube

Search ClubGSpotGuam

---

**CLUB G SPOT**

**on the U.S. Island of GUAM!**

**DANCERS 18 AND UP**

**WANTED**

Earn $1,200 to $5,000 weekly!

Earn great income while working on the beautiful, tropical island of Guam!

- free round-trip airfare
- housing provided
- additional $450/week salary
- drink & dance commissions + tips!
- Guam’s weather is 80 – 90 degrees all year around

Guam is a U.S. territorial island in the Western Pacific. Club G-Spot is located on our busy hotel strip, maintaining a steady flow of foot traffic from tourists, locals and U.S. Navy / Air Force personnel.

Call 671.649.7409 or email chris@clubgspot.net

---

EXOTIC DANCERS WANTED

Enjoy A Nice Working Vacation In Paradise!

Airfare And Living Accommodations Provided For A 2 Or 3 Month Contract!

Excellent Earning Opportunity!

$450 Weekly Salary + Drink & Dance Commissions + Tips!

Guam’s #1 In Adult Entertainment!

Must Be At Least 18 Years Of Age

Call Norman at 671-988-4465

---

NOW HIRING MOTIVATED AND RELIABLE ENTERTAINERS FOR ONE OF THE NORTHWEST’S PREMIER GENTLEMEN’S CLUBS!

- MUST BE DETERMINED & DEPENDABLE
- TOP-QUALITY CLIENTELE OFFERING BIG $$$ OPPORTUNITIES
- FRIENDLY, SAFE & SECURE ENVIRONMENT
- EARN CASH DAILY!

CALL KATHY TO SCHEDULE AUDITIONS AT (503) 415-1302
Casa Diablo is the only strip club from Portland to make www.TUSCL.com’s TOP 100 strip clubs in North America list.

We are fun and drama free.
If you liked the movie “Dusk ‘Til Dawn,” then you’re going to love us!
Shift fee is only $1.
18+, no experience necessary.
Auditions every Fri. and Sat. @ 8pm
503-222-6600 • www.CasaDiablo.com

Dennis Hof’s World Famous Bunny Ranch
NOW HIRING FUN GIRLS
If you are over 18, outgoing, friendly and would like to make lots of money, then give Madam Suzette a call TOLL FREE 888-286-6972, or 775-246-9901 We will work around your schedule and provide housing. Visit us at www.bunnyranch.com (You don’t have to be on TV.)

5000
• Full-Color Double-sided Flyers starting at $119.00* with Phoenix logo added
• Full-Color Double-sided Business Cards for just $125.00
• Full-Color Single-sided 8.5x11 Flyers for just $430.00

Phoenix Media
Print/Design/Marketing
503-877-0330 / www.phoenixmedia.com / 2620 SE 11th Ave / Portland OR 97214

Logo Design
Flyer & Poster Design
Business Card Design
CD & Mixtape Cover Design
Promotional Materials

Call Peter 971.322.5908 or email Peter@diegoimages.com
www.diegoimages.com
Find me on Facebook - Facebook.com/DiegoImages.PDX
This month, I decided to investigate who had the newest toys for 2011 so I headed to Taboo Video. They had a Valentine’s Day celebration with a big wheel to spin, giveaways and coupon specials all month, so it was a pretty packed Valentine’s Day. I had a great time and it’s on my list for a great way for couples to spend time together. While I was at Taboo, a little bit of everything came through the door. There was a lady that was in her 50s that came up to me and asked, “Do you work here?” to which, being a team player, I responded “Yes, how can I help you?” She showed me an 8-inch black dong and politely asked me if these came in other colors. I quickly got my girl Sarah to help her. I was enjoying my time at Taboo, researching (wink, wink) and having a little too much fun. I had to keep telling myself, you are on assignment, research the top gifts that were purchased for Valentine’s Day and stop enjoying yourself so much. After all, this is work, right? Valentine’s Day is one of the busiest days and a few of the top-rated toys were sold out. Luckily, I got mine ahead of time for proper field testing. I have some great adult products to share with you! This is my list of all-new best sellers, approved by Sheena G. I took great pleasure in wandering aimlessly through the luscious aisles of sex toy land. I hope the following items bring even more pleasure to my sexy readers.

So, let’s start with the O Yeah vibrating cock ring by Screaming O. Do I really need to say any more? This little gem has great reviews and, in my opinion, could bring peace to the Middle East. It is a thicker, vibrating cock ring that fits firmly on your shaft. The ring comes with the ever-popular “Bullet Vibrator,” which can be super strong, so you sensitive ladies watch out! Vibe on and good times with this item; slap it on and get busy.

Next up, is an item I actually think is the best toy for the money and great for couples play. This one is called the Mini Wanachi massager by Pipe Dream. For $20, it’s the best bang for your buck. This bright pink toy is flexible, water resistant and with its small size you can hold it in any position during sex making it a top seller for couples. Only one of them was left on the shelf after Valentine’s Day, so get yours soon ladies and start riding and vibing in stereo.

On to the Frigga by Touché, This hot item has to be one of the most tech-savvy toys I have seen. It has a memory chip that allows you to customize your toy with up to 10 different settings and will remember them for the next time you play. Let’s face it, some ladies don’t want to be bothered with changing the speed or direction right in the middle of a heated moment. It takes AAA batteries and is made out of hypo-allergenic silicone, which retains your body heat. This is great for the on-the-go lady who doesn’t have time for mistakes.

Another one of my favorites is the We-Vibe II (notice it’s a “we” not an “I”). This is intended to be a team sport. She can vibe and so can he at the same time. The “We-Vibe II” is so hot it was completely sold out of many locations this Valentine’s Day. It is U-shaped, bendable, very flexible and has nine different settings. It is rechargeable and 100% waterproof. Couples love it and it’s petite. It has two separate motors—one in and one out for each sex player to get busy on!

“The rabbits are always a hot item. ANY rabbit,” said Sarah while helping me over to the rabbit toy section. There is a huge selection, but what stood out the most was the Icicles 10-function glass rabbit. It looks so cool in its box; this rabbit toy can be used with or without the attached bullet. You can warm it up or cool it down and used it both externally and internally. Of course, be careful if you are using a microwave because it is made of glass. It is easy to clean, dishwasher safe and cannot absorb fluids because it is made of non-porous glass. Take Sarah’s advice, if she says rabbits are hot, then you better go try one today!

Last but not least, my favorite NEW item at Taboo is the I-Ride. This toy is made by Doc Johnson and I must say, I was most impressed. For the “Sybian” (meaning that this is a performance type of toy), it is primarily for those who get turned on by putting on a show. For those of you out there that have been waiting for a creation such as this, here it is and it’s available at Taboo. It has an internal and external toy attached—you can call it a dong or dildo. You sit on it and it slides into place with the front vibrating against you externally. It has two separate buttons for each of these functions. I like to refer to it as the new-and-improved adult sit and spin. Adjust your setting, look pretty and perform!

I spoke to Jason at Taboo as well, who gave me some insight about batteries that all us girls need to know. We are all too preoccupied with batteries running out when the real tragedy is when the toy breaks. We usually go out and get the best batteries we can find so we never run out of juice—when actually we are breaking our toys with such strong batteries. Jason explained that using batteries such as Duracell, Energizer and rechargeable batteries can ruin sex toys. To protect your toy, use lower-powered batteries, such as Kirkland or even dollar store brands. All the ladies in Portland reading this, thank Jason at Taboo for this valuable information. It’s one thing to replace a battery, but a whole other problem replacing a well-loved toy. Thank you for solving our real toy battery mystery.

There are several more items at Taboo you should go see for yourself. The remote-controlled panty bullet (with or without the retrieval string) is still a lot of fun for couples to play with. There are so many different types of toys and I want to encourage all of you to keep re-inventing your sex life and adding toys into the mix. Sex is only as good as you make it, so I would suggest spicing it up a little.

I am awaiting your clever emails to me at sheena@pdxgirls.com. You can check out show dates and music at sheenag.com. See where I am and what I am up to on twitter @sheena_g. I’m truly having so much fun and would love to hear from you. Keep it sexy and never settle in your sex life. Have a wet and horny month full of orgasmic screams!
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DANTE’S SINFENO cabaret & vaudeville
sex & service industry night
SUNDAYS
9pm to 2am

Featuring Amazing Burlesque Performers - Fire dancers - Hoze - Bobacherry - Firetattoo - Master Magician Reed McClintock - Mr. MuMu - Emcee William Batty
Live Music - Miss Steak - The Bellini Twins - Trapeze Artists - Fire Jugglers - Aerialists - Contortionists - Emcee Bax - DJ Mestizo - Blast O Butter
Stripper Artists - Go-Go Dancers - DJ Kenny - Dozens of Ex-Soldierygirls - Sword Swallowers - Prozac, The Depressed Easter Bunny
Emcee Ed Forman - And One Man’s lifelong Quest To Find The Truth About His Missing Vagina. Emcee Andrew Harris
Vote for Piper at the PolaroticA Finals Saturday, March 12th at Dante’s

“Portland’s Rock-N-Roll Strip Club”

DEVILS POINT

5305 SE FOSTER RD. (503) 774-4513
OPEN 11AM TO 2:30AM 7 DAYS A WEEK
FACEBOOK.COM/DEVILSPONT • WWW.DEVILSPONTBAR.COM

NOW HIRING TALENTED, SEXY ENTERTAINERS • CALL OR TEXT (503) 616-5489 OR EMAIL PICS TO SHIFTS@DANCERBOOKING.COM
FOR LIVE MUSIC AND DANCERS’ SCHEDULES, CHECK US OUT @ MYSACE.COM/DEVILSPONT & FACEBOOK.COM/DEVILSPONT
PORTLAND'S NEWEST NORTHEAST GENTLEMEN'S CLUB!
NEWLY REMODELED AND KEEPS GETTING BETTER!

PARTY WITH THE TWO BEST CLUBS IN TOWN
AT MYNT & SPYCE

FAT TUESDAY
MARCH 8TH
ALL DAY & NIGHT
WITH OUR
FREE SHUTTLE
BETWEEN CLUBS (3PM - 2AM)
PLUS, 2 LARGE LOTS OF
FREE PARKING AT MYNT!

MYNT

Gentlemen's Club

EVERY DAY IS OUR
HARDCORE HAPPY HOUR
DRINK SPECIALS
FROM 3PM-5PM

LIQUOR SPECIALS DAILY!
(WITH FREE GIFTS)

VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE MYNT VIXEN
TATUM OR ISIS AT
WWW.VIXENRIVALRY.COM

3390 NE SANDY BLVD • PORTLAND, OR 97232
MON-SUN 3PM - 2AM • 503-208-2496 • CLUBMYNT.COM

ALWAYS FREE PARKING

FREE VALET PARKING ON WEEKENDS

DAILY FOOD SPECIALS
FULL MENU
FULL BAR

2 STAGES
PRIVATE DANCES

AUDITIONS
EVERY NIGHT 9-10 PM
503.740.7141

938 E. BURNSIDE / 503.236.1125
OPEN 2:30PM - 2:30AM DAILY

* We Recognize VIP Cards From Any Adult Establishment For Admittance
* No Cover For OLCC Card Holders And Their Guests
JD’S BAR AND GRILL

WIN UP TO $10,000 WITH PROGRESSIVE JACKPOT VIDEO LOTTERY!

$3.99 BREAKFAST 10AM NOON EVERY DAY!

DRINK SPECIALS ALL DAY ON ST. PATTY’S DAY

OPEN 10AM - 2:30AM
4523 NE GOTH AVE. • PORTLAND, OR 97218
503-288-9771

Fantasyland
ADULT SUPER STORE
503-685-4467 • 16014 SE BEND DR • JUST EAST OF 1205 OFF THE ESTACADA EXIT
ALAMEDA’S ONLY STRIP CLUB!

Portland’s Hottest Models & Lowest House Fees!

Brittani’s Secret Rendezvous
12503 SE DIVISION #C • 503-205-5058
WWW.BRITTANISSECRETRENDZVOUS.COM • NEWLY REMODELED
UPSCALE AND CLEAN • ATM INSIDE • OPEN 24 HOURS

WE HAVE ALL YOUR FANTASIES COVERED:
2-GIRL, TOY, FETISH, MUTUAL MASTURBATION & LAP DANCE/FRICTION SHOWS!

NOW HIRING HOT MODELS CALL 503-205-5058
We’re different!

Casa Diablo
Vegan Strip Club

Cherry

Real, Live
Girl-on-Girl
Sex Shows

www.casadiable.com • 2839 NW St. Helens Rd., Portland
Seven Topless Bartenders • Open Daily Until 2:30 AM • 503 - 222 - 6600
GET LUCKY AT SISTER CLUBS...

CLUB 205

NEW HEAT

HOME OF THE COVERGIRLS!
Portland’s Premier Totally Nude Bar!
First & Still The Best!

TRY OUR BACHELOR PARTY PACKAGE

TWO-FOR-TUESDAYS
2 GIRL SHOWS

Dance Contest
WEDNESDAY, MAR 16

HAPPY HOUR - 10:30AM - 5PM DAILY
STOP BY TO SEE WHAT YOU CAN GET FOR $1.25

WHERE STEAMY HOT GIRLS MAKE YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE

GO-GO CAGE STAGE · LASER LIGHT SHOWS · STRIPPER POOL
LARGE PRIVATE DANCE ROOM · PARTY PACKAGES

$2.95 MEXICAN FOOD MENU & MARGARITA SPECIALS EVERY TUESDAY

QUARTER WEDNESDAYS
COME SEE WHAT YOU CAN GET FOR 25¢
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS FROM 8PM-10PM

DOUBLE TROUBLE THURSDAYS
2 GIRL SHOWS

HAPPY HOUR - 10:30AM - 6PM DAILY

www.Club205Live.com
9939 SE Stark St · Portland, OR 97216
503.256.0527 · 10:30AM - 2:30AM Daily · No Cover

For Auditions Call 503.619.5602

www.HeatGentlemensClub.com
12131 SE Holgate Blvd · Portland, OR 97266
503.762.2857 · 10:30AM - 2:30AM Daily · No Cover
All Clubs

Mardi Gras
“Fat Tuesday”
March 8th

St. Patrick’s Day
March 17th

SALEM • BEAVERTON • BRIDGEPORT • BEND

503.726.2403 Bridgeport
17939 SW MCEWAN RD. · 97224

$2 Twosdays
4-6pm Every Tuesday In March.
2-For-1 Lap Dances & $2 Refreshments.

Rude, Crude & Food
Saturdays (Good Food With An Attitude)

$5 Lunch Menu
Monday-Friday 11am-4pm

Free Prime Rib Dinner
Every Monday Night 6-9pm

Customer Appreciation Food Buffet
Tuesday-Friday 5-7pm

503.350.0868 Beaverton
4570 SW LOMBARD · 97005

Mardi Gras Dance Contest
Friday, March 4th
Vote With Beads! Cash Prizes!

St. Patrick’s Day Party
Thursday, March 17th
Green Beer And Beer Dogs All Day & Night!

Rocky Horror Picture Show
Theme Party
Friday, March 25th
Come Dressed As Your Favorite Character And Get In For Free!

503.370.8063 Salem
1550 WESTON CT. NE · 97301

Spring Break Pool Party
Saturday, March 19th
Come Jump In The Pool!
Sponsored By

Happy Hour
4PM-6PM
ALL LOCATIONS

$5 LUNCH SPECIAL
MON-FRI 11AM-4PM
ALL LOCATIONS

www.StarsCabaret.com

FREE PRIME RIB
6-9PM W/PAID ADMISSION
Mon-Salem & Bridgeport
Wed-Beaverton

Now Hiring Top NW Entertainers And Staff. Apply In Person At All Locations.

OUR FOURTH LOCATION IS LOCATED IN BEND / 197 NE THIRD ST / 541.388.4081